


Executive Summary
The NDP government’s plan is not working. It is making things worse.

Alberta is in the midst of one of the deepest economic downturns in our history. Nearly 100,000 
Albertans are on employment insurance with tens of thousands more unable to qualify. According 
to Statistics Canada, since May of 2015, more than 81,000 full-time net jobs have been lost. 
Increasing oil prices cannot be relied upon, and major investment continues to flee our province 
while global oil companies are moving capital elsewhere. Growth is, at best, stagnant. 

Bloated and wasteful spending, new taxes and crippling regulations are not only hurting the 
economy, but devastating our balance sheet. For fiscal year 2016-17, our net financial assets 
(provincial wealth) are expected to plunge by $14 billion. Since successive governments began 
running deficits in 2008, our cumulative net financial decline is projected to be an incredible 
$70 billion by 2019.

We are on course for a $56 billion debt by 2019. That record-level debt will cost Albertans 
$2 billion annually in interest payments. That’s more than what we spend on whole departments 
such as Justice and Solicitor General ($1.4 billion), Agriculture and Forestry ($1.1 billion), or 
Energy ($769 million).

That’s money that should be going to paying down the deficit, paying off the debt and providing 
services. Instead, it will be entirely wasted without anything in return. 

It’s time for a major course correction. 

The Wildrose Caucus 2017 pre-budget proposal lays out a sustainable 3-part plan to put Alberta 
back on the path to balanced budgets that protects front-line services, encourages investment, and 
secures our prosperity for generations to come. 

    Brian Jean, Wildrose Leader  Derek Fildebrandt, Wildrose Shadow Finance Minister
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3-Part Vision: Back to Balance
   1. Fiscal Reform Commission

   2. A New Alberta Advantage

   3. Spending Reductions
 Completely eliminate the carbon tax slush fund

 Reduce bureaucracy through attrition

 Freeze other government spending

 Cut red tape

 Re-privatize government-run linen services

 Implement previous Results-Based Budgeting Recommendations

 Lower interest payments

 Reduce travel

 Conduct Auditor General value-for-money audits

 Reform finance liquidity practices
  

 Budget Honestly for Disasters
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Summary of Recommendations
Our proposal for this year’s budget includes $2.6 billion in direct operational savings. 

A new government will announce a multi-year Fiscal Reform Commission charged with 
making recommendations to the Minister of Finance as to how to bring expenses into line 
with revenues within three years.  

According to a recent DBRS report, Alberta currently spends about $2,600 more per capita 
(over $10 billion) than British Columbia on operations alone. The Fiscal Reform Commis-
sion will find smart savings to bring expenses down across government to a sustainable 
level.

In tandem with its task of expenditure reduction, the Fiscal Reform Commission will 
also be tasked with recommending to the Minister of Finance how best to implement 
tax measures and other economic policies that will most effectively restore prosperity.

Our savings would be accomplished through real reductions in bloated spending: 
aggressively tackling the size of the bureaucracy, scrapping wasteful and redundant 
programs, putting a hard freeze on government wages and hiring – with only important 
exceptions – and eliminating the NDP’s carbon tax slush fund in its entirety.   

We must also begin to properly budget for emergencies rather than wait for disasters to 
strike and pay for them later. Our plan calls for government to budget prudently for times 
of need. 



Fiscal Reform Commission
In 2011, the federal Conservative government announced the Deficit Reduction Action 
Plan.This program saved the federal government billions over three years while preserving 
or improving front line services.

A new government’s Fiscal Reform Commission looks to build upon the success of this 
program here in Alberta. 

The primary mandate of the Fiscal Reform Commission will be to responsibly reduce 
overspending to meet the target of a balanced budget within three years, and balance net
financial assets annually by the end of a four year term.

The Commission will be mandated to uncover excess, redundancy, and waste across a 
government that currently spends $10 billion more on a per capita basis for operations
than British Columbia or Ontario while maintaining the quality public services Albertans 
expect.

The Commission would be a team of elected officials and experts from the public and 
private sector who have experience in business organization, fiscal policy, and effective 
service delivery. 
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A New Alberta Advantage
In order to grow revenues, Alberta will need to once again become the roaring engine 
of the Canadian economy.

Spurring this economic growth will require reversing and reforming many of the 
damaging new taxes and tax hikes introduced by the NDP government.

After we’ve cancelled the NDP’s carbon tax, our Fiscal Reform Commission would be 
mandated to study the impact of reducing business and income taxes on economic growth 
in line with its mandate to meet its balanced budget target. It would also explore other 
measures that would help close the gap on the deficit by increasing revenues through 
sustainably “growing the pie” of our provincial economy.
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*Fraser Institute - Global Petroleum Survey, December 2016



Spending Reductions
Completely eliminate the carbon slush fund - $1.2 billion (2017-18)

The NDP’s carbon tax will take billions of dollars out of the pockets of Alberta families and 
businesses over the next year, while spending on new corporate welfare and other 
boondoggles out of the “green” slush fund will skyrocket. 

Wildrose believes that Albertans can spend their money better than governments. The 
carbon tax is harming economic growth by reducing our GDP by at least 0.4 per cent, 
according to the government’s own estimates. We will repeal the carbon tax and its 
associated spending to return that money to where it rightfully belongs – Albertans’ pockets.

As the carbon tax rate increases each year these savings would increase accordingly.  

The NDP government’s ideological coal shut down is not only killing jobs, but it comes 
with a big price tag. A new government will put an immediate stop to this and never waste 
money on destroying jobs.

Reduce bureaucracy through attrition - $312 million
7 to 10 per cent of Alberta’s bureaucrats resign or retire every year, and we currently have 
an unreasonably high manager to worker ratio. There is room for government departments
and AHS to do more with less. Responsibility and authority should be de-centralized and 
re-allocated to the front lines, and only the most essential front line workers should be 
replaced this year. 
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Albera Government Spending
Public Sector Compensation
Other Government Expenditures

An Alberta Health report from 2013 warned about 
“the sustainability of the public health care system,” 
given health spending grew at a rate of 10.4 per cent 
per year over 10 consecutive years.    

*CBC - Why Alberta’s NDP may need to take on its union friends after Thursday’s budget, March 2017



Freeze other government spending - $210 million
Average weekly earnings are down across Alberta, with unemployment rates among the 
highest in the country, but Alberta still has one of the most expensive and highest paid 
governments in the country. We will make it clear across the government that not one 
penny is available to increase salaries until we return to balanced budgets. 

Cut red tape - $294 million
Red tape not only continues to inhibit growth in our economy, but comes with a big price 
tag for taxpayers. A true red tape reduction strategy – like in Ontario – would not only make 
life easier for Albertans, but save taxpayers money.

Re-privatize government-run linen services - $206 million
Instead of getting results in our health care system, the NDP government is worried about 
protecting government-run linen services and associated public-sector union power. A 
report from AHS says that by contracting this service to the private sector, we can save 
$60 million over 10 years on operations. 

An internal analysis from AHS lists a one-time capital expense of $200 million as 
a compelling reason to contract this service out.

Implement previous Results-Based Budgeting recommendations - $250 million
Results Based Budgeting challenge panels were concluded in the fall of 2015. Their
numerous recommendations for cost savings should immediately be implemented.

Lower interest payments - $45 million
Reducing overall spending means reductions in borrowing that will immediately reduce 
our overall interest payments to big banks now and into the future. 
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Other cost savings measures - $84 million
There are several other policies Wildrose has long advocated for to reduce waste and 
perks across government; they include:

•        Reduce government travel by 50 per cent - $14 million
•        Conduct Auditor General value-for-money audits - $50 million
•        Reform finance liquidity practices - $20 million

Additional Recommendation:
Budget Honestly for Disasters

Every year – without exception – some Albertans will face fires, floods, and other 
disasters that require our government to step up and help. We do not know what, 
where, or when these disasters will strike, but we know that they will happen, and 
that they will cost money. 

Despite this, it is an old, annual tradition for governments in Alberta to chronically 
under budget for disaster and emergency spending. Instead, they always spend more 
than is budgeted and come back to the Legislature for additional monies. This distorts 
the initial budget surplus/deficit number and allow governments that have exceeded 
their budgets in other areas to blame overall missed targets on circumstances beyond 
their control. Disasters are beyond government control, but budgets are not. 

A new government will properly and accountably budget money for disasters and 
emergencies. Because this money will be spent even if it is not budgeted, this measure 
is revenue neutral.
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